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Questions for Discussion
1. Describe Catherine, Robert, and Nicholas and their family dynamic. Now think of
Stephen, Nancy, and Jonathan and their family dynamic. How are the two families
similar or different because of the tragic event that links them?
2. What do you think draws Catherine and Robert together? How has their marriage
evolved over the years? When first presented with the incriminating photos, why is it so
easy for Robert to believe his wife capable of committing adultery?
3. Would Catherine have been better off telling someone the truth about what happened to
her right away or do you think she was justified in keeping the secret to herself? Do you
think Catherine would have ever broken her silence if not for Stephen’s harassment?
4. Is Catherine a good mother? Do you think she reacted to her personal tragedy in a way
that was best for Nicholas? How can Catherine be a better mother now that the truth has
come out?
5. How might Nicholas’s life have been different if he’d had someone to talk to about what
he saw when he was a child?
6. What will Catherine and Nicholas need to do to rebuild their relationship? Do you think it
is too late for their relationship or can recent events atone for past mistreatment?
7. How does the author ratchet up the suspense in the story? What clues does she provide
to point you toward the truth—or away from it?
8. Before uncovering the truth, Stephen believes Catherine should be punished for the
death of his son, Jonathan. Do you think his malice toward Catherine was justified?
Would your answer to the latter be different if Stephen’s version of events turned out to
be true?
9. Think of the photos Jonathan took of Catherine. What impact does image play in the
story, both literally and metaphorically? What are the dangers of taking things at face
value?

10. How is Nancy’s reaction to Jonathan’s photographs similar or different to Robert’s
reaction to the same photos? How might the story have been different if both had
reached understanding—even forgiving—conclusions?
11. Does Stephen get closure when he discovers the truth behind his wife’s story? How do
you think he might have responded to the truth if Nancy had still been alive?
12. What is the role of forgiveness in this novel? Do you think all of the characters deserve
forgiveness for their behaviors? Why or why not?

